[Gene therapy of childhood cancers: current status and perspectives].
Despite the extraordinary successes of treatments for paediatric malignancies over the last 30 years, almost 30% of patients will remain refractory or will relapse after conventional or intensified therapeutic regimen. Even when successful, the long-term sequelae of current treatments include severe organ toxicity and secondary malignancies. It is becoming evident that cellular and gene transfer approaches can induce remissions in some paediatric tumours and may be useful adjuvants for others. The most convincing approach to date has been to induce antitumour immunity either by rendering tumour cells more immunogenic by genetic modification or by improving the effector activity of the host's immune cells. These approaches may be expected to become more successful as we learn more of the mechanisms tumor cells use to evade the immune response, and exploit gene transfer to overcome these tumor-defence mechanisms. Gene transfer may also be used to reverse the malignant process, modulate tumour invasiveness or enhance the susceptibility of tumour cells to cytotoxic drugs, but these approaches are at an earlier stage of development and are limited by vector deficiencies. As vector technology improves, and with an improved understanding of the oncogenic process we may expect these additional approaches more broadly applied and making a significant contribution to the ultimate goal of targeted therapy for paediatric malignancy.